PUNISHED BY HIS LOVE
Chapter 2356
Shen Wei will not easily believe people.
She said calmly: “How is it possible!”
Shu Mingxia’s temper was very good: “Let me guess, is your name
Shen Weiyi?”
Shen Weiwei: “And then?”
“Your mother’s name is Suzi?” Shu Mingxia His face was very gentle
and kind.
He is also the father of several children. He usually lives abroad at
home, where the democratic system is practiced. He is the best way
to get along with the children.
At this moment, it is too easy to deal with a ten-year-old child.
He smiled coldly in his heart.
It didn’t show anything on his face.
Shen Weiyi was still very calm: “You continue to talk.” Remembering
the website,
Shu Mingxia continued: “Your grandfather’s name is Fu Zhengxiong,
your great-grandfather’s name is Fu Hengsheng, and you have an
uncle who is closest to you, called Darius.
Ming Uncle Zhen loves your mother and grandma the most.
Am I right?
Also, although your surname is Shen, your name is Shen Weiyi.
In fact, your registered permanent residence is Fu Weiwei.

Your father loves you the most, and you are in your father’s heart. The
most precious little princess. In the
future, you will be the No. 1 heir to the Fu family.
Your father is Arron!”
Shen Weiyi was completely stunned.
For a long time, she couldn’t come back to her senses.
She blinked, and suddenly asked in a silly way: “You…how do you
know everything?”
Shu Mingxia suddenly smiled.
“Do you know why we’re kneeling out here?” he asked.
Shen Weiyi shook his head: “I don’t know.”
She originally thought they were the gatekeepers.
“You didn’t see it, the three of us, and your uncle Ming Zhen, look
alike?”
Shen Weiyi stared at it and suddenly realized.
Then she smiled: “I see, you are Uncle Ming Zhen’s brother, the three
of you have been abroad, right?”
Shu Mingxia also smiled: “That’s right. We are also your uncle.”
Shen Weiyi nodded. Head: “Yes, hello uncles.”
But?
She tilted her head and thought for a while: “But why don’t you go in?”
Shu Mingxia sighed, “This is a custom, when we came back from
other places, your great grandfather passed away, so we came from
outside. People, it’s like I didn’t catch up with the time, so I can only
kneel outside.”

Shen Weiyi seemed to understand, “Oh…” After a
pause, she asked, “I… My grandmother, her knee is not good, is she
okay now? Is she too sad? Although my grandma doesn’t seem to be
with her grandfather, she actually longs for father’s love. It
‘s because she longs for father’s love so much that she won’t forgive
her . I’m too grandfather.
She cares very much about my grandfather.”
Shu Mingxia smiled and said, “Baby, we all know.”
“Where is my grandmother, can I go in? I bought a kneeling easy in
the Taoxiao store. In fact, it is two pieces of cotton pads, which are
placed on the knees, so that the knees don’t hurt. How can I give
them to her?” Shen Weiyi He tilted his head and asked.
“Child, have you eaten yet?” Shu Mingxia asked.
Shen Weiyi nodded: “Not yet.”
“Come on, darling, let’s have some dinner with your uncle, because
now the old man’s ashes are entering the spiritual position, and
children cannot be approached. When the old man is in the spiritual
position, your father, your mother , your grandma will be free. Now
uncle will take you to eat first, don’t be hungry, okay?” Shu Ming and
Xia looked at Shen Weiyi warmly.
Shen Weiyi didn’t hesitate.
In fact, the little girl usually has a very strong sense of self-protection.
Under normal circumstances, she will not be deceived at all

Chapter 2357
Helpless
adult human nature is sinister, how can a child be able to defend?
Here lives her dearest uncle Ming Zhen.
Parents and grandmothers are mourning here.

These three uncles looked so similar to Uncle Ming Zhen.
Shen Weiyi could never have imagined that she would be deceived.
The three so-called uncles raced Shen Wei into the car, but did not
take her to the restaurant.
Instead, he took her on a roundabout way, and finally left the city.
Shen Weiyi immediately noticed something was wrong.
My heart skipped a beat.
However, she didn’t panic at all.
Instead, he shook his smart eyes and looked at the three brothers of
the Shu family with a smile.
“Uncle, Uncle, Uncle and Uncle, is it far from where we eat? I guess
you must take me to a Michelin restaurant for dinner. I heard that a
travel-themed Michelin three-star restaurant opened in the suburbs,
right? ?”
Originally, Shu Mingxia was still thinking about how to intimidate this
child, but he never thought that this child was actually smart.
He immediately said perfunctorily: “Ah, the only treasure is cleverness,
yes, uncle is taking you to a Michelin restaurant for a big meal.”
“But uncle, I got up too early this morning, I felt a little sleepy, I went to
bed In a while, when the time comes, don’t forget to call me.” Shen
Weiyi said immediately.
“Okay, go to sleep for a while, baby.” Shu Mingxia sneered in her
heart.
Better sleep.
In this way, the provincial child cried and screamed, causing trouble.
“Then I’m going to sleep.” After saying that, Shen Weiyi closed his
eyes.

Her heart was beating wildly.
Feeling a little unstoppable.
But she tried hard to tell herself, keep calm, keep calm.
When she was five years old, she was kidnapped by her own
grandfather and her own uncle, and she was able to escape at that
time. Now that she is thirteen years old, she will have no problem
dealing with these old men with her only IQ.
and many more!
Turn left for the first time!
It seems to be ten minutes southwest of the city.
The speed is about sixty miles.
She took note.
Turn right again.
It seems that the car is going up, is it on the winding mountain road?
Although Shen Weiyi closed her eyes, she remembered it very, very
accurately in her mind every time the car turned and went higher.
The car drove for a full two hours before it stopped.
Shen Weiyi closed his eyes and breathed extremely evenly.
“This child, our hand is so smooth! It turns out that Arron’s child is
nothing more than this!” The boss, Shu Mingxia, sneered.
The third child, Shu Minglei, explained: “Brother, you may not
remember that your child is old. A half-aged child like her is in her
early ten years, and she is similar to a child of four or five years old.
When such a child takes a long-distance bus, It’s easy to fall asleep,
and the car is bumpy. My daughter is not like this, she sleeps when
she gets in the car.”

“Sleep well.” Shu Mingtian said, “If you sleep, you will save a lot of
trouble. Brother, tie her up and be careful. Relax, don’t wake her up,
and howl again.”
“I heard this child snoring. I guess my parents weren’t around them for
the past two days, so I didn’t sleep well, or I wouldn’t be able to run to
her parents and grandma early in the morning. Tie it up, don’t wake
up. She.”
Shen Weiyi didn’t actually fall asleep.
But her snoring was so realistic.
One high and one low, sometimes I don’t fight for a long time, and
sometimes I snort loudly.
She can’t panic.
She had to numb the three people’s defenses against him first.
Shen Weiyi woke up faintly an hour later, and when she woke up, two
strings of snot bubbles came out of her crying: “Three uncles, why are
you tying me up?”

